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The Imiaan personality develops from tit# interaction 

of the individual with hi© environment. T&e most basis 

part of the individual** environment is his relationship 

with, the people he seats in daily living. Following an 

emerging tread in the writing of men such as James, v»undt 

and Baldwin, Gooley emphasized that the self and society 

are "twin-born1" (0). /according t© this view, both self 

and society are the product of the social interaction 

process. Society is the pattern of groupings that people 

form a® they interact. The self, or personality, is the 

pattern of the roles that the individual play® is his 

interaction with these groups. 

The fact that there is no simple and clear meaning 

of role baa been noted by Bonner (4, p. 374). Status and 

role are Inseparable. "A role refers to the aetion 

performed by an individual who holds a certain status, 

in anticipation of others * expectations" (4, p. 375). 

Cattell has defined role as "a recurring pattern of 

response®, to circumstantial stimuli. . (7, p. 422}. 
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In M s discussion of the growth of mlf and satiety 

through, the interaction process, Coo ley introduced the 

concept of primary groups (8). These a m the intimate 

faee~to»fa©e groups that are perioral and provide the 

most intimate roles for the individual# flit family has 

received a great deal ©f attention as a primary group of 

major importance In the personality developaeBt of the 

individual, The peer group is another primary group that 

is also recognised as an important sour#® of roles that 

the individual plays in the development of M s personality. 

With personality and group role so closely related in 

process, it is assumed that changes in one necessitate 

changes in the other» soroJcla notes that "whenever th« 

social position of the individual changes, the constel-

lation of his sociocultural ©elves undergoes a eorrespomd*-

ing transformation" (52, p« 719}. Soro&in further notes 

four types of social position changes that would result in 

changes of the sociocultural selves of the individual* 

These are (1) the changes in group membership} (£} changes 

in strata membership; (3) changes in direct or indirect 

cultural affiliation! (4) changes of group, strata and 

cultural systems with which on® is affiliated (36, p, ?19}« 

The explanation of the personality change that seeas 

to accompany change in the configuration of soeiocultural 
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selires Is generally stated In terms of a homeoatatio model 

based, on cognitive psychology, Maeeoby ant Maeeoby hat# 

sunmarizewl these theortee is relation to attitude ehange 

(24)* Such theories include H«i&©r*8 balance theory, the 

eogaitlTt dissonant# theory of fenting®.^ Osgood and 

Tannenb&um* s congruity theory and Kewooa&'s strain for 

symmetry. All of these theories agree that iaan atts so 

m to restore equilibrium to M s system of beliefs. 

The cognitive dissonance theory of Festiiiger centers 

around the idea that if a person knows r m & o m things that' 

are not psychologically consistent with ©at another, he 

will in a variety ©f wayst try to make them mm consistent* 

Festlnger states that items of information can be changed 

in a number of ways, A person can change his opinion; he 

can change his behavior, thereby changing the information 

he has about it; he can even distort hit information about 

the world around him (IB). 

fhe theory of cognitive dissonance aistsuss that the 

individual will need to initiate changes in his information 

about the constellation of his sociocultural selves in 

order to regain the balance lost when this oonstellation 

has been altered by changes in social position. It is a 

basic assumption of this study that this need of change in 

cognitive knowledges will be reflected In measures of th# 



individual's personality* It is probable that measures 

related to anxiety will most raflect this need to Initiate 

changes to reinstate balanoe to the sooiocultural system 

of selves* 

Til® measurement of ego strength reflect s ^eapneity 

to @2Epress available ©motional energy elong integrated a® 

opposed to impulsive channels" (7, p. 103). @kmngm in 

social position interrupts methods of ego expression* The 

need to find new channels for energy expenditure ought to 

fee reflected in decreased eg© strength. 

Parallel to changes in ego strength is an anticipated 

change in id pressure* Id pressure represents "the total 

ergis (•instinctual*) tension level, i.e., excitation 

minus satisfaction, coyering any and all drives" (7, p. 218). 

Changes in aoelal position eliminate wny§ of reduction ©f 

id pressure. Until new channels are developed I# pressure 

or ergie tension ought to be Increased* 

Other traits sueh as surgeney ought to fee affected fey 

changes in social position, ©esmrgemey is "a sobering 

inhibition by experience of punishment or failure" (7, p* 

11?). Failure to satisfy irivss because of changes in the 

social position will possibly result in the decrease of 

surgenoy. Surgency has been shown to be related primarily 

to environmental determinants (7, p. 117). 



A personality trait such a® self-sentiment control 

is also apt to be affected fey changes in social position* 

self-sentiment control if "the extent to which the person 

is able to achieve the s®lf*s@ntiae»t behavior 100!#% 

prescribes" (7, p* 214)« Again a ©Mug® ia social position 

would eliminate the possibility of achieving the behavior 

integration ©f self-sentiment until new behaviors could be 

developed. 

Other traits that are apparently determined primarily 

by hereditary factor® would sot t>@ expected to show the 

changes is. personality relatid to changes ia the social 

position. In fact these traits may determine the reaction 

of tli© individual to the ©Jiang# in social position, the 

mature personality pattern would be expect#*! t© react to 

changes in social position with appropriate behaviors to 

reestablish satisfactory social positions, fti® immature 

personality is apt to to# more vulnerable to changes of 

social position, a weak personality then might not be 

able to quickly establish mw social position behaviors 

and therefore would show th# results of social position 

change in personality traits that relate to anxiety. 

In addition to changes la personality trait structure, 

changes in social positions would also cause changes in 

overt behavior# fh# individual who has changed his ©ocial 
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position would be expected to become either more aggressive 

in an efforts to adapt to the new status or more withdrawn 

and depressive because ©it avenues to success have been 

eliminated* It is assumed that such changes is behavior 

would to® observed fey peers, 

AS tin# soeiocultural roles of the individual come into 

conflict beoeust of change in the way oorokin has described, 

then tlit person begins t© react in the ways listed by 

Festinger in order to res tor® balance to his roles. Me 

May change the importance that he attache# to certain of 

his roles, he my change role mtmbership in order to end 

the conflict or he my distort his perception in order not 

to have to fat* the conflict. 

The difficulty of assessing the oonst^llation of the 

individual's soeiocultural selves is staggering# At the 

present the researcher mat content himself with limited 

measures of the soeiocultural pattern of roles while the 

theorist speculates about the total configuration# q&tttil 

recognizes the notion of Parsons thet *a particular status 

may be associated with several roles," But Cattell elso 

notes that no statistical defflonstration of the sonpXtx 

interrelationships exist® (7, p» 42£)• 

Any study attempting to relate personslity to group 

status-role eonfigurat ions must be done with the rareness 



that Important status-role® for the individuals hav© been 

omitted, Choice of subjects and testing procedures ,©«$, 

eliminate the effect of these variables to some extent. 

Xt is assumed that some of the gaps reported in the next 

section on sociometrie study and personality are related to 

the tmt of limited atatus*role assessments* Also some of 

tin* gaps in results are probably related to th© faet that 

the individual not only alters his opinion® and behaviojr 

but bis perception according to festinger. Therefore the 

eompltte study of the relationship of sociometrie status 

to personality development should provide an exhaustive 

measure of group memberships and measures of individual 

changes in opinions, behaviors and perceptions. 

The present study attempted to meet these requirement# 

fey the ©hole® of a closed peer group of pre&dol®scent# for 

subjects. It was assumed that near-soeiometrio measures of 

a total contact field would provide an exhaustive measure 

of group roles and status for peers, family roles wert 

controlled to some extent since all subjects lived in a 

home for children. It was hoped that the measurement of 

personality by a trait scale, measurement of behavior by 

ratings, and measurement of perception by a perception of 

ratings by others on the sociometrie measure would assess 

the possible ways that an individual might react to changes 

in status in his peer field# 
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Socloaetrlo Studies of Personality 

Sociometric techniques IIY# been developed is th® 

attimpt to a#a«u?i the effects of interaction la peer groups, 

If was Moreno who theorized that ssocloiaetrie choosing 

reflected peer behavior that was direoted by both pernonal 

and group centered motivations, Moreno eon tended that any 

choice 1» a combination of psyehetel® or personal faster® 

and soeiotele or group oriented factors ami ©as, b# located 

along a continuum fro® pure psyohetele to pure soeiotele 

choices, mmn® suggested that the form of piychettle and 

soeiotele organization should be studied at each age level 

(87). 

Jennings has studied the psychetele and soeiotele 

distinction as found in leadership factors at a girl*© 

training school# Jennings* research was based ©it a develop* 

mental concept of choosing. This oonoept implied a growth 

from pure psyohetele choosing to a mixture of psyohetele 

and sociotel« choosing# 

The oonoept of personality which pictures the 
organisation of the individual a® moving from the 
general to the specific, from the undifferentiated 
to the highly differentiated, was found to have a 
counterpart in the growth of interpersonal organi-
zation of group® of individuals compared from the 
kindergarten through the eighth grade. In the latter 
instance, too, movement is seen to progress from a 
simple, loosely integrated structure to one of 
increasingly greater complexity, offering additional 
evidence on the course of maturation so long known 
to be characterized by this principle (19, p, 11), 



Criswell applied the developmental concept of choosing 

by the utilization of age in an investigation of mm 

eleav&g® and found different patterns in kindergarten and 

older grades (9). leugarten lias found the same developing 

sociotele awareness in terms of social class differences# 

She states that these differences are established by the 

fifth grade (88). Hallworth studied group formation in a 

longitudinal study of grammar school students in London. 

Both sociotele and psychetela aspects of choosing were 

considered but all criteria wero combined for a total status 

score* sociotele and psychetola factors were not kept 

separate In the study. Haliworth concluded that 

* . .sociometric rank is a function not only of 
personality but alto of group structure and 
development, and that although constant over a 
short period of time, it would be subject to 
change over longer periods. It would further 
imply that insofar as value systems differ, 
individuals of high sociometric rank will show 
no on* personality pattern (17, p. 70)* 

This concept of choosing as developing and flexible 

has been related to growth and development of personality. 

Several research studies have attempted to stow that the 

individual learns or forms his ©elf•concept in part from 

the reaction of others. These reactions are often measured 

in teras of socioaetric choice. Yedebeek in a research 

project repeated by Maehr and others concluded that "self* 

conception© are learnedj and that the evaluation reactions 
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of others play a significant part in the Imrmlm proo*«*# 

(35, p. 3S9}• 

fuming* noted the interaction of personality ant 

group structure la the suasa&tion of tor research.* "From 

nituation to situation* th# personality 1® redefined and 

the redefining is reflected ia the choice*status found for 

the individual from tine to tia@M (1®, p# £18 }• It ean he 

inferred from the statements of Vedebeok and. Jennings that 

©hangee in group choosing patterns are in some maimer 

related to change® in personality patterns of group members. 

Although many studies of sociometric status and person* 

ality bate heem mads, the relationship of soeioaetrio change 

to personality ehange has not been adequately researched. 

Gronluad suismarizes the finding® of twenty studies that 

attempted to relate •oeloaetrle status to personality in 

his book, Socio&etry In the Classroom. Change in statu# ia 

not mentioned as method of measuring the effect of statu® 

on personality. 

Where the total aoores on various adjustment 
questionnaires were correlated with pupil*» 
sociometrlc status scores, low positive 
relationships war® obtained or a eonplete 
lack of relationship wa» indicated. However, 
where the questionnaire responses of pupils 
with high sociometrlc status were oo»pa.red 
with those pupils with low sociometrlc statu#t 
differences in personal adjustment were noted 
Ufi* P. 178). 
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A® GBoulvmA notes those studies that utilize the 

correlation approach have not produced satisfactory 

result®, Strong relationihips between sotioswtri# statu® 

and personal ad-Jmetaent have not been found. Paltris® 

correlated status to §MMB wore®. 1# used a near-socio-

metric instrument with a psychetele criteria In a school 

room where choice was limited and a major emphasis mm 

on ability or toelotel* factors. A moderate correlation 

wa® found in the fourth grade, a high correlation in the 

fifth grade and a zero correlation in the sixth (30) • 

J"ohnson used a rural group and correlated QMM results 

to a near#soei©metric psychetele statu®. She obtained a 

low correlation in the fifth grade (-.04} and moderate 

ones in the fourth (-.45) and sixth (-.25) (g0)# Thorpe 

correlated th® total of three psychetele criteria to m 

neuroticism score developed from several projective 

techniques and found a lew negative correlation (-.136) 

(34), 

Sreeablat correlated a combined sociotele and psyche-

tele status store to the results of the Mental Health 

Ahalyiii for th® seventh grade subjects* The correlation 

wa§ .37. 1m a research designed to m t m t the same group 

at a later date, the correlation had dropped to .18 (14* 19)* 

Fox reported a correlation of .25 between the Mental Health 
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Analysis and a "Moreno type* sooioiaetric measure for 14 to 

17 year olfis (13). Bonney reported a correlation of 

between the 16PF and choices for room mates la a feoy*« 

college dormitory group (5). Tin&all correlated Guess Who 

anfi soclometrlc status to til® California tot of Personality. 

psychological evaluations, Sestoa peroo&allty test and soa® 

projective techniques. The subjects were adolescent boys. 

It reports correlation® of fro* *60 to *.04 (35). It should 

be noted that in all of the studies little attention was 

given to type of status or the changes and discrepancy in 

statue. It multiple criteria were used, a total status was 

used for correlations# Although the Qreeablat studies 

Involved teat and retest, a total status and not the status 

©hang® was investigated, 

aronlund noted another type of research design in which 

soeioaetric status was compared to personality adjustment« 

In these studies those subjects with high status mm plated 

in comparison to those with low status, GrossM.ii and brighter 

compared the upper fifth to the lower fifth in sixth grade 

©lasses. The sum of five criteria was used for the status. 

A 26.6 point difference was found between these two groups 

on the California test of personality (15). Baron found the 

highs to be better adjusted among fifth and sixth grade 

girls using the Mental Health Analysis. A status score wet 
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obtained fey combining four psychetele criteria. flit upper 

fourth was compared to the lower fourth (1), 

Kuhlen and. Bretsch. compared the upper fourth to the 

lower fourth using ninth grade sublets, a combination of 

six criteria was used for status* The unaccepted children 

were found to have marked significantly more problems on 

the Moeney Problem® Check List (21). 

Bespit© the®# results when total groups wer# compared, 

some investigators noted interesting individual differences 

among subjects* Mill reported that college Halt® with low 

statu® often showed anxiety and deviate adjustsusnt m the 

Rorachaoh.• But he also noted that some with high status 

reflected neurotic tendencies (26)* lorthway and Wlgdor 

reported that there were signifieantly more seriously 

disturbed pupils la both the high and hm statu* group# 

than were in the average statue groups# This research used 

eight graders end a combination status of four criteria 

(29 )• 

Other research points to the contradictions in the 

study of eesiometrie statue and personality development, 

the majority of the studies quoted report a low positive 

correlation between status and personality and a low 

negative correlation between status and enadLety, Mpsitt 

found the self^eoncept seel® and GMAS anxiety to be 
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negatively correlated (£3). Hesse later found sociometrio 

status to be ourvllinearly related t© LipsitVs measure of 

self-concept (31)« These contradictory relationships that 

were found betwetn anxiety, s@lf-eon.eept and sGciometrie 

status indicate that the measurements are not yet precise 

enough to yield a eonstant relationship* Bonney and 

fessenden suaoarlsei the socloaetrie studies of personality 

by noting that those in the upper fourth of sociometric 

status have been found to be superior to those in the lower 

fourth in soolally approved types ©f behavior» However 

when total groups lave been studied, the i^lationship of 

Status t® personal adjustment has been slight (6}. 

If Moreno's description of sociometrio choice as being 

composed of both soeiotele and psychetele factors is correct, 

then the results of many of these research studies may have 

been limited because sacioaetric choice status is not precise 

enough if expressed in terms of a single criterion or as the 

total of several criteria, fhe present study is therefor® 

designed to study the relationship of the development of 

personality to choice status aa t;xpre®s#4 by the diaerepanty 

between an individual*® sociotele and psychetele status and 

changes in personality to changes in discrepancy status# 

The use of a discrepancy status was in contrast to previous 

studies that had utilized a total or combined statu#. 
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Related Research in Other Fields 

flit research approach of this study lc related to 

theory and research in other areas. The differential 

choosing as described by Moreno and ^eimiiigs ®a» be viewed 

is terms of avoidance-approach conflict, a part of the 

learning theory field. At the s&ae time that one is chosen 

for psyehetel# activities {approach), he May be rejected 

by the same people for soeiotele activities that require 

©kills tltat he does not possess (avoidance). The opposite 

choosing pattera is of course alao possible. It is assumed 

that an iadividual could ha aware of being "approach**" 

and "avoided" by othara without understanding tha pattara 

of this choosing and thus not be abla to pradlot it. This 

picture of differential choosing at as avoidance-approach 

conflict related tha present 'study to several studies of 

induced conflict by simultaneous reward and punishment. 

Bijou produced experimental neuroses in whits rats (8) and 

Masserman reported agitated behavior in cats due to the 

punishing of previously rewarded behavior (£5), 

In a similar research approach, the inconsistency of 

social status has been studied sociologically in terms of 

the "marginal man." Lewit has described such research 

relating to the Individual who exists aarginally between 

two groups. These studies indicated that an individual 
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showed more iasaourity wh«a Identified with a group that 

he was eXos® to but did not tooloag to (Bg)* 

Other research based ©a sociological theory has alio 

indicated that adverse dovelopiaaat is not related to til# 

individual's relative position but to his upward or 

downward mobility, Groonblua and paarlta sstudi#4 prejudlaa 

as It rolatoft to social status mobility as refloated la 

occupational ehaag®, They determined that sublets who were 

aobil# war® nor® projudioad than ware subjects who wort 

stalls ia tsraa of soaiai status (E), It is posstblo that 

personality is similarly related to thasgos is status rathor 

than to the ralatiT# position in th« status hierarchy* 

The field of comparative psychology has produoed son® 

research that is partiaeat to the ourreat study. Harlow 

has tried to develop neuroses in infant monkeys with mother 

surrogates* This attempt has produced iataresting results 

eoneeralag the importance of the pear group. fh« infant 

monkeys ware raised ia throo groups according to mother 

relationships. Oao group was raisad with thoir natural 

mothers, another with surrogate mothers and the third Was 

Isolated from adult uoakays# To measure the offoot of play 

groups, some moakaya from each of the three groups ware 

given opportunities to play while others were aot allowed 

peer coatacts. 
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Begardles® of Mothering, those monkeys raised with 

playmates developed normally socially. All of the monkeys 

oat off from playiaates however, were unable to develop 

normal social ait sexual adjustments. Compared to feral 

monkeys they showed infantil« sexual behavior, absence of 

grooming, exaggerated aggression and absence of affeotional 

interaction measured by cooperation (18), 

a ® work of Harlow with monkeys parallels the reports 

of studies of the effect of isolation on aeatal illness. 

In 1934, Far Is wrote, MA»y form of isolation whi eh, cuts the 

person off from intimate social relations for an extended 

period of time may lead to this for® of atental disorder 

(schizophrenia) (11, p., 157)# His thesis is supported with 

sociological eTidenee from prisons, herders, cultural group 

1»ol«tIon and anthropological evidence of societies where 

isolation is impossible and schizophrenia is unknown. 

The Purpose of the Study 

fhe present study is designed to utilize a multiple 

dimension approach t© the study of group structure, Ixllae 

ha® studied a social perception scale as related to two 

dimensions of soclometric status, subjects were rated both 

in relation to contribution to group productivity, "task-

re lerant," and popularity* "non-task-relevant«n ixline 

found# by considering both aoclotele and psychetel# aspects, 
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"that * positive relationship between of social 

perception and social status is more likely to occur when 

group conditions enhance the relevance of measurement of 

accuracy ant status to group goals held in common with 

other® |10, p. 100)* 

A technique similar to that employed toy Xxliao will 

he used in order to investigate the relationship between 

psychetele and sociotele choice status and personality 

development, The studies quoted previously indicate that 

the individual exists in m ever changing peer group• It 

is assumed that these changes will be related to personality 

development* This research tested this assumption* 

The following hypotheses were tested in this research; 

1. Those children aged eight to twelve characterized 

fey a discrepancy between psychetele and sociotele peer group 

status will show more anxiety and adverse personality 

development as measured by the Children's gereenallty 

Questionnaire and higher ratings ©n the variables of adfera® 

behavior as measured by the gegr lamination Inventory than 

will those individuals identified as having a balance 

between sociotele and psychetele status. 

2, Those individuals aged eight to twelve who perceive 

a discrepancy between their sociotele and psychetele status 

will show more anxiety and adverse personality development 
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as measured by tm CPQ, © M adverse behavior as measured 

toy the PNI than will thosa who to not p»r®#ive m ® h a 

discrepancy in their status. 

3. Those Individuals whose status discrepancy changes 

m»*t in referant® t© soclotel# and pnf&hstele criteria 

{either by increasing or decreasing discrepancy) during a 

six month period between testing and r#testing will stow 

mm Increase in anility and & Avers® personality development 

as measured fey the CPQ tad adverse behavior as measured by 

tli« PNI than will those who change discrepancy statu# least. 

44 ®ioi@ individuals whose status discrepancy changes 

laost in reference to sociotel® and psychetele criteria by 

increasing discrepancy during a six month period between 

testing and retarding will show more increase in anxiety 

tad adverse personality development as measured fey the GPQ, 

and adverse behavior as measured by the Hfl than will those 

who change status discrepancy aoit by decreasing discrepancy. 

5, Those individual# whose statu® changes m a t during 

a six month period (regardless of direction of change) will 

show an increase in anxiety and adverse personality trait 

development as measured by the GPQ, and behavior as measured 

by the P1J as compared to those whose status change® least 

from testing to rat®sting# 
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METHOD 

Sublets 

A closed peer group of pre«ad©le®e@ats was ohouea 4a 

order to test the hypotheses of this study. By using & 

closed peer group, it was possible to measure nearly all 

©f th© possible Interpersonal peer relationships in the 

subjects' social contact field, Pre-atdoleseeats were 

chosen for the subjects since pmrims studies had »©t#d 

the beginning of sociotele and psychetele discriminations 

la the second and third grades* (2) 

Residents of « hose for school aged dependent-neglected 

children in Dallas, Texas, were chosen as eubjeots. There 

were approximately 450 residents of th# home but testing was 

limited to th© residents between the &ge$ of mrm and 

thirteen who attended the second through sixth grade# of the 

academy school. Those seven end thirteen were Included to 

extend th# peer field for the subjects who were aged eight 

to twelve* In all, information was collected on ninety-one 

boys and elxty-eight girls at the first testing* of thle 

number five boys and three girls were eliminated for reason 

38 
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of improper or incomplete information* Statists,©® were 

gathered la attesting for the subjects still at the boa# 

six month* later# In all, seventy-one boys and fifty**#!* 

girl# were included in the retestlag information* Th® 

number of subjects in each sex*»age grouping is included 

in Table 1. 

TABLE I 

NU14BSR Of SUBJECTS BY SXX~AGS GROUPINGS 

Age 
Initial Test .4.8ft ri ; attestiim Age 

Kale twml* Total Male Female Total 

S 10 10 go i 9 17 

9 If 12 29 IS 10 2§ 

10 81 18 St 1$ u m 

U 29 17 4# 22 11 m 

IS 9 8 17 f $ is 

Total 86 05 Xil 71 56 127 

Although the whole state is sir?@d by tit# Aoadeayr, oost 

of th.© residents tend to come from the Korth Central part of 

Texas# The Academy, a large dormitory type institution, 

©ares for school aged children only-# The residents are 

dependent«*neglected and approximately half are placed is th# 

institution by court order. The majority hair® living parents# 

Except for two week® in the summer and a week at Christmas, 
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the subjects spena their time on the campus of the Academy, 

During the year preceding the testing, subjects began 

spending on® week-end a month off campus with relative© or 

sponsors* The junior ant senior high students attend 

publio schools but th® first six grades attend the school 

at the Academy, For the purposes of the study the subjects 

IIv# in a closed peer group. 

Because of the function of the institution and Its 

intatee procedures, this group could not be considered as 

typical of elementary children* Within recent years intake 

has been limited to children of educable intelligence» A 

few exceptions have been made In order to keep family 

groups together. In addition to Intelligence limitations, 

any child with a severe physical or emotional problem has 

not been admitted*- Also intake has been limited until 

recent months to children of Anglo descent# Therefore the 

subjects tend to be lower else# children of Anglo descent 

without extreme physical, mental or emotional variations. 

Although socially and educationally retarded, the subjects 

should not be unlike children found in the lower socio-

economic areas except that they life in a closed peer 

group away froa their parents. 



festing procedures 

TIM testing, was clone as part of the regular Aeadesqr 

school day. Subjects were tested as classroom units ©a a 

schedule prepared by the principal. Bach group was kept 

for only on# period at * tiae. fhree or four period® were 

used during the fourth week of school to complete the 

initial testing. Only the second graders were an exception 

to this procedure. The teachers administered the tests to 

the second grader© individually because of their poor 

reading ability* Only subjects on campus for four week* 

or more were included in the group used for statistical, 

analysis. 

The subjects wort first giTen an opportunity to mark 

Children's personality Questionnaire (GKt) whioh is 

published by the -Institute of Personality and Ability 

Vesting* This was followed by the psychetele form of the 

near-sociometrie ratings and perception ratings. After 

the soeiotele near-soeiometric ratings and perception 

ratings, the subjects were given en opportunity to m®tk 

the Peer Nomination Inventory (PNI). This same procedure 

was repeated six souths later in order to provide a test 

and reteat comparison.' 
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G M M m ' i Personality questionnaire 

fhe OPQ, is a personality test developed by faetor 

analysis, It was designed as am ©attention of the older 

Sixteen Personality faster© ant Blnh School 

Questionnaire tests wfaieh are produced by IPAT also. 

Fourteen separate measures of personality are produced by 

this test and second order factors sua be obtained, 4 

second order faster of anxiety was utilized in this research, 

A full discussion of the fourteen personality factors 

measured by this questionnaire earn be fount in Personality 

end Motivation Structure and Measurement by Cattail (1)» 

These factors are as follows 1 

lit) Cyclothymia versus Seblzetisymia 

(B) Mental Capacity 

(C) Ego Strength 

(B) Phlegmatic versus Excitability 

(K) Submissive versus Dominance 

(F) Besurgeney varan* duvga&ajr 

(a) Super Ego Strength 

(H) Threctia (shy, withdrawn) versus Famta (venturesome) 

(I) Sarrla (tough-minded) versus Fraala (teiid©r»alad@d) 

(J) Zappla (vigorous, greup-orianted) versus coasthenia 

(internally restrained, individual!stie) 
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Halvata versus Shrewdness 

(0) Unperturbed Adequacy versus Guilt Proneness 

(Q3) Self-sentiment Iategration 

(Q4) Irgle fansion. 

Sociometric Batings 

B«ar*so@ioia«tri@ rating stales wer® used to a»®«#8 the 

subject#* interpersonal relationships# fh.t sao® fori® were 

used to obtain tit# socioiaetria perception iieasures# Spatial 

form were mimeographed for this testing, subjects wart 

divided by sex and ag© and ail subjects of the saa« sex tad 

age wer® listed together* A few subjects who were bafelnft la 

school were placed with a year younger age grouping# Stall 

subject was given the opportunity to rate ®mh subject ©f 

Mis own age and la the age group Immediately pr#e©d|,ng and 

following M s own age, 

A eopy of the near-soc iometrio for® is contained in the 

Appendix* Kach subjtot was rated on a five point scale that 

discriminated best friend to someone not wanted a® a friend 

on til® psychettl# criterion* Mia- aoaiotala form, was similar 

but measured the desirability of the subjects as work choices. 

The individual*® status was determined by taking the total 

of his ratings and than dividing by the number of £®t#r®.» fha 

discrepancy status score was then obtained by taking the 
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difference between the psyehetele and seeiotele status of 

each individual. fhe perception ratings were ortalned in 

the same. maimer with the subjeets estimating how others 

had rate# thea ©a eaeh criterion. The rating® by siblings 

were not utilized la determining status iinee there wet a 

very pronounoed tendency fcr siblings to rat® emoh other 

la oolurons one and two. 

The subjects m a group were familiar with aooiometrie 

techniques. Ma»y of them had been emoted to sociometrie 

tests in their dormitory group®* Only a few subjects marked 

their sheets in sueh a way that they could not he used in 

the tabulations. Most subjects tended to utilize all five 

of the, categories in their ratings of otherej but some did 

tend to reject all of those of the opposite i©ac who were 

older or younger, fh® pereeptioa ratingsj however, fid ehow 

a tendency for an individual to use only one or two of the 

fife eategorlo® for all of hie markings. 

Peer Nomination Inventory 

The PNI is a behavior rating scale developed on pre* 

adolescent boy®. The social stimulus value of the ohild is 

rated by his p@ert through a modified "guess who** ttohniqme* 

Bating® are obtained on four behavior systems. These four 

behavior system® are aggression, dependency, withdrawal and 

depression. 
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Aggression? The boy, by inplication or act, 
la hurtful or destructive; M s behavior my 
be described as quarrelsome, antag©ai@tls# 
negativistic, disruptive, defiant, etc. 

Dependency: The boy, by implication or act, 
attempts to secure attention, approval or 
affection from adulta or peera by physical 
proximity, verbal demands or any device that 
tends to focus attention on himself. 

Withdrawal: Tha boy, by implication or act, 
minimizes interaction with othera. Thus, ha 
characteristically does not respond to sit-
uations which would stimulate partlalpation 
in moat boya. He tends to be described by 
ethers «• quiet, non-aggressive» shy (shys 
away from), non-participating, etc. 

Oppression? fht ohild, by implication or act, 
ean be considered as being overly-moralistic 
in his self-evaluation andf aa a consequence, 
la "unhappy.• He tenia to be desorlbed by 
others as sad, feeling Inadequate, r#tt©rsaful, 
excessively aelf-critical, accepta blame, etc, (3}» 

Although thia test v u developed on boys, it was decided 

that the Items could be utilized with girl subjects alao. m 

examination of the item#, indicated that by changing pronouns, 

the items could apply in most ease® to pre-adolescent girls. 

The PHI was not administered to the third ant second grade 

subjects because of their•reading ability. 

• Treatment of Data 

An anxiety score and personality acores for each of the 

subjects were determined from the CPQ. The mt gave ratings 

by others in four categories of behaviors aggression (A), 
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dependency (Dl), withdr&w&l {W) and d©pressloa (132). The 

•status scores were obtained If totaling the number of til© 

choices received in each category and dividing by the 

number of raters. The ©bole®® were added according to the 

weighted values of each category (five for the highest to 

one for the lowest)* Each subject toad a eoeiotele mi. a 

psych etele status score, a discrepancy status score that 

m m obtained fey taking the difference between tilt two, and 

a total status scor® obtained by adding the two* fhes© 

discrepancy scores were ranked from highest to lowest for 

each age group* A similar status discrepancy ranking was 

obtained by using the perception scopes instead of the 

ratings by others.' 

The first hypothesis was tested by correlation ©f the 

anxiety scores, the personality scores and the PNI ratings 

to the discrepancy status score* A further teat of this 

hypothesis was made by dividing the ranked discrepancy 

status scores for sex-age groups into upper and lower thirds. 

The anxiety and personality scores and the mi ratings for 

these extremes were then tested for any significant score 

differences by mean comparisons, 

The second hypothesis was tested with, the same basic 

procedure a® described above with the exception that the 

perception status rating discrepancy scores w«jre used in 
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place of the rating® by others discrepaney stores. Th# 

first two hypotheses war# Identical e»ept for the source 

of %lit so©i©i»trio statu# ratings. 

In order to test the third hypothesis, a ranked order 

discrepancy states (ratings by other®) change from test to 

retest was utilized. The change la discrepancy was then 

obtained by taking the differences between the original 

discrepancy status score and the retest discrepancy score* 

These discrepancy change scores were ranged without regard 

to the sign* The upper thirds were compared to the lower 

thirds for amy significant dlfferen#©® In mean ahangea for 

anxiety and personality scores and for M I ratings with the 

direction of change taken into account for the anxiety, 

behavior and personality atortt* 

The upper third of the ranked order of di screpancy 

change fro® test to retast used la hypothesis three was ala© 

used In hypothesis four* These subjects who increased status 

discrepancy most were compared to thosa who decreased op*t 

for significant difference# in mean changes of anxiety, 

personality and behavior ratings* 

The fifth hypothesis was tested by taking tha total 

statue obtained by totaling the two criteria. Differences 

between thle total status at teatlag and detesting was 

correlated with the changes in anxiety, personality and 
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Btl rating® from tm% to rettst with direction of % m 

latter changes taken into consideration. Pearson*s r with 

appropriate tests of significance were used for correlations 

in this irto&y and Fisher *s t was used for the ©caparisons of 

th« stuns for th® upper and lower thirds* 
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Mature of Groups studied 

As an aid in the interpretation of the data presented 

to show the relationship between status discrepancy and 

anxiety, personality and behavior, it is important t© know 

the significance of the relationships between soeiotele 

and psychetele status to ameiety* personality and behavior 

rating® for the groups studied* These relationships will 

also make possible the eomparisson between these groupa and 

those used ia other research. Table IX aoatain® thta data# 

Table III contains the results of the initial personality 

tasting of tins subjects a® expressed la stave scores for 

sax-age grouping® and Table If eontains sociometrlo statu® 

information for aax and age groups• 

fable II shows the relationships of personality factors 

as determined at the Initial tasting that ware found to be 

signifleantly related to either psyohetele or aooiotel® 

status# It is noted that none of the factors of either the 

GPQ, personality and anxiety ratings or the FBI behavior 

ratings war® related to the status of the eight and nine 

year old sublets. 

35 
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PERSONALITY AID BEHAVIOR FACTORS CORRELATED 
WlfH PSYCHETELE AID SOCIOTELE 

STATW8 AT INITIAL TB3TIH0 

PsjeJl® 
I#r«l of 

8 ignifi earner 1 Socio 
level of 

Group 9fc«tO* PsjeJl® 
I#r«l of 

8 ignifi earner 1 Socio Significance 

age 10 PHI A .4729 .OX • 3891 *08 age 10 
PHI SI .§566 • 01 .4511 • 01 
PHI W .5666 ,01 *4909 • 01 
mi m • W O •001 .9412 .#1 

Ag# 11 OT DI tiT#r ..01 •saw. ; # * # Ag# 11 
mi i •eo89 .001 .§619 »001 
PHI ®8 #041© • 001 • §360' • 001 

Age IS CPQ. A #88CX *os «4X88 • OS Age IS 
CPQ 1 ,4880 .05 .3753 
CPQ 0 .4822 .05 ,6038 • 01 
op q 0 <**4713 .05 ~»688* • 01 
PHI f .§705 .0# *8898 .05 

Male PNI * •5203 ,01 *111$ # • * 

female PHI A *3§70 .01 .3564 »GB 
BIX D1 • 3968-' .01 • .3810 «01 
PMI f *4888- .001 •4§§7 .001 
TO D2 • 4730 . 001 •49X3 .001 
epq A • #17?6' • * • -.3503 •08 
OPQ, I ,25*0 .05 • 4020 . OX 
cpq Q3 
CQPQ, 4* 

-.2693 .OS *•£919 »98 cpq Q3 
CQPQ, 4* .1439 # * *2880 .05 

Total PHI A '.*418 .01 * V fll t * *" 
PHI D1 .gffi *01 •1333 * # w 
PHI f .3960 .001 .2477: «08 
phi m • 3413 .001 .1998 •05 
cpq I .1835 .08 .2793 .01 
CPQ qs •i1943 • 05 *«X888' # • # ' 

0P% ; .2245 .08 .1482 #' ,t * • 
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A significant correlation wm found between ©a® of 

the CPQ factors and the amount of change of soeioiaetric 

status for male subjects. Those male swbjeit# who made 

the most status change» according to the correlation, also 

became more driven with increased ergio tension (Q.4/) * 

Nineteen ©f the seventy-one male subjects increases their 

status ttm testing to rst«stlag« mmvm mm ©f tin# 

eight and nine year old boys increased while half of the 

ten and twelve and a fourth of the eleven year olds did 

increase their status* 

Sixteen of the fifty-six female subjects i m m m m ® , 

status. None of the eleven and twelve year old girls 

increased while •*#* two-thirds ©f tfeos* eight and alas 

did. According to significant correlations, girls who 

changed status most became more dependent and withdrawn. 

For the twelve year old subjects, the QPq personality 

factor C was found t© be related to the amount of status 

change. According to the significant correlation for this 

factor, those subjects who changed discrepancy the most 

tended to become m m emotionally stable, realist!* about 

lift* calm ami steadfast while those who changed least 

became less emotionally stable. 
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So*» of the CFQ, personality factors were significantly 

related to socioaetric status for the female subjects and 

for Mil® and female subjects combined# four factors wart 

also found to too related to status for the twelv# year old 

subjects, Anxiety was not found to b@ significantly related 

to status for amy of the groupings. 

Both super-ego strength (a-) and guilt (0/) were 

related to soeiotel® status for th© twelve year old subjects 

at #01 level of significance. Ochizothyaia {A-} was related 

to societal# statue for tfila group at th® .05 level of »ig«* 

nificanoe, These three factors along with low intelligence 

(B-) were related to psychetele status for the twelve year 

olds at the .05 level of significance. 

Four GPQ factors were related to sooiotele status when 

all the girls were grouped together# fhest subject® eat high 

sociotele status were cyclothymic (A/), naive |H»), self-

controlled (Q3/), and of low ergic tension Both M* 

and Q,$/ ware also related to psychetele status for the girl 

subjects. When female and male subjects ware grouped in a 

total grouping of all subjects, H-, qS/ and Q4»- ware found 

to be related to psychetele status but U» only was related 

to sociotele status. 

Th4 M l behavior rating factors showed a more consistent 

relationship with status than did the GPQ factors# In each 
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instance of a significant relationship, high, status wis 

related to low rat lags on the PHI falters. All tonr factors 

were related to both tele ratings for female and ten year 

©Id subjects. Withdrawal wag related to psychetele status 

for male and twelve fear old subject®, fith.dra.wal was also 

related to sooiotele status for twelve year old subjects 

at #06* For the eleven year old subjects, withdrawal and 

degression were related to both, tele but dependency mm 

related to psyehetele only* 

Table II shows the significant relationships between 

personality factors and behavior ratings and both of the 

tele criteria used to determine status, A better analysis 

of these relationships is possible when the personality 

ratings of the subjects is known, This information is 

contained in Table III. The average ratings obtained from 

the CPQ, for each sex-age grouping are listed in staves. 

Stave 1 represents the lower seven percent and § represents 

the upper seven percent. stave 3 covers the middle thirty-

eight percent. This leaves a range of twenty-four patient 

for both staves 2 and 4. A stave store of 1 or 2 represents 

the lower third while 4 and 5 represent the upper third. 

The intelligence factor (B) was in the lower third for 

both sexes while the group average for both excitability (X>) 

and surgency {?} were in the upper third, therefore the 
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TABLE I I I 

GHILDRSTS F f f i S Q M l O T ^BXSfZOIOUXBX 8838X38 
M P 1 S 3 S H * a 3TATOS 1 8 1 S « * A « 

gbctcps At urn in. twnm 

Malt 
! factor ' 

?«n&l« 

8 9 10 1 1 1 1 All 

! factor ' 
8 i 1 0 1 1 IS 

! 
All 

$ 9 a 9 IS 9 4 4 3 4 9 1 ' 9 

£ £ i 9 9 a I I n « S 1 I 

9 ' 9 9 * 
<$ 9 6 9 9 9 9 3 9 

9 9 4 4 4 4 D 9 4 4 4 4 4 

£ 9 4 9 4 9 1 1 9 9 9 J 9 

t i 4 4 4 4 f 9 4 9 4 4 4 

4 9 1 4 4 9 t 9 S 9 9 1 9 

9 9 9 9 4 9 1 1 9 9 ft 9 

$ 9 9 9 9 9 1 9 : qr 

# 9 9 1 9 

9 9 9 9 9 9 jr i 9 9 4 1 9 

9 9 4 9 4 9 I i 9 4 4 t 9 

4 $ 9 9 9 9 0 9 9 9 4 2 9 

3 9 9 9 ft 9 m 9 g 9 9 i 9 

$ 9 9 9 9 9 0 4 t 9 9 9 i 9 

m f e j f t t t a mm14- <U>*«rl1ra4 m u n l n t a l l i g a a t , * « U t in# 

s t t b a i s e l v # m i b o w a fey B} a « » * f t d l n e , 

O T W i o t l T t , ©fcnagtmUX® a s «howa b y D j t m i « i a r g « a t # t a l k * * 

t i w , as mhom b y f , C a t t a i l t f e a t t h e 
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trait of surgeacy is associated with '•soeioiaetrie popularity 

and success in an immediate group, but with, lower perform-

ance in long term fseri&tts* undertakings'* 41* p» 115). fh« 

factors of domiaaao® (S) and surgency {?) were found to 

correlate at 0.65 by Cattell {lt p. 116) and at 0.S5 in the 

present study. 

fable IT contains result® of the socioaetric testing 

at tli® initial testing session. first it should b# noted 

that all of the correlations between sooiotele and psyche-

tele status for each age and sex category were quite high. 

This indicates that the sublets made little distinction 

between the two categories as to the order in which they 

rated each other. 

lacaain&tion of these results show® that the psychetele 

status was better for each age and sex group. Therefore 

all of the discrepancy scores indicated a difference with 

the psychetele higher than the sooiotele, m ia©r#atin« 

discrepancy between the two tele was noted both from the -

comparison of the differences in the tele means and ^ho 

comparison of individual discrepancy means at age levels. 

There was a tendency for more negative choices to be given 

on the sooiotele criterion with increasing age. This m $ 

indicated by eosiparing the mean values of sooiotele and 

psychetele status at various ages. This pattern tends to 
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support th® conaept of m ia«rea«iBg diserimiaatioB in 

sooiotel® ©hooting with age* 

TiBLI IT 

SOCIOMETBIC STATUS AS HITS) BY OTHERS At 
TIB INITIAL TESTING AND SEES 

BELATIGNSHIPS BITiSIN 
Til TWO INDICES 

Group 
Psyohetel© Sooiotele Group 

. Disc. 

' Corre-
lation 
P«y#h® 

to 
$@@i© 

iBtiTitwi 
Bisdrepaiiey 

Group 
Mean S»P« Mean S.D, 

' Corre-
lation 
P«y#h® 

to 
$@@i© 

Mean S.D. 

Ag e 8 2,28 .25 ' 2,20 ,2? *01: ,nm » 14 • 12 

Age f 2.58 *13 e «*l£r • Of .8683 » • Of 

Age 10 2«7S .3? za 0 ,so ,x§ .8459 *21 ,1* 

Age 11 2,61 ,30 ' 2.85 .28 • 24 .9360 *04 ,1© 

As® IB B*$f ,3e 2,90 • 31 ,23 .8630 • 26 •X4 

Male 2,38 ̂  .34 8.W •212 , W « • 19 •St If ,22 • XB 

Female a.®? 2. TO «B6 ,11 ,8424 .19 *11 

All 2.62 an 2 , n ,34 • IB ,ii$4 •BX * 12 

Soeiometrie Status Discrepancy and Personality 

la the first hypothesis it wan theorized that «mhj@«t« 

with the largest diserepaaey between soeiotel® «aA payehe-

tel® st&tua would ha oharaet#riz®4 by adterae personality 

development and bcharlor ratings* Correlation* ant mean 

m m p a r i m m war® aaXculated in order to determine the 
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relationships bet?/®en the soeiometrie status discrepancy 

«aA personality factors, The significant results of these 

calculations are contained in the following table. Other 

relationship# found to he below th© level of significance 

are reported in the Appendix, 

TMJM ¥ 

STATUS DXSCBIMCY IS RATS) BY 0TH1RS 
BSUT1D TO PERSONALITY FACTORS 

Group 
Person* 
allty 
Trait 

High 
01®## 
Mean 

Low 
Olio* 
Mean 

Level 
of 

31$. 

Corre-
lation 

LtVti 
of 

Slg« 

Age 3 OPQ, I 1.7 2.§ t u t -*§ief *0§ 

Age 9 c m ^3 $.§ S*5 .05 .2018 '# f * 

Age 10 epq i 
GPQ o 

1.9 
s a 

2.7 
1*9 

.06 

.01 
•.2898 
* dwflFCI 

#1 
• 05 

Age 11 GPQ, D 2.1 2.6 * • « -.3601 • 05 

Age 12 qfq J" 2.7 3,» .05 *•̂ 13494 * • • 

Female CPQ, H 2.0 £.7 •.01 *.E$4f .05 

Male mo> $ 
PHI A 
PNI 11 
PHI 1 
PNI M 

2.3 
• W 
.74® 
• m 
.i'fS 

£» fil 
1.595 
1.345 

l.Wf 

• 01 
101 
.01 
.02 
»01 

*•1008 
-.3514 
*>.5971 
—.340© 
*.$305 

# * 

.01 

.01 
- ,0ft 
: .02 

Female 9 CPQ ^4 3.0 1.25 .01 * • • •t # # 

female 10 CPQ 0 g.2 3.7 .01 * • * - # # •# 

female 11 GPQ f 4.0 2.5 .01 * * * • * * 

Female IB cpq D 
CPQ Q4 

Anxiety 

1.0 
1.0 
ES..SS 

M» fM* 

5#3 
3.3 
37.0 

.05 
• 01 

f ,# # • # # 

* # * 
t # » 

* •# 



fl» eight year old sublets of high discrepancy were 

found to be rigorous (J*). The aim# year olda of high 

dlseyepaaey were tmad by mean comparison® to fce more self-

controlled (Q3/). flit correlations did not prove to be 

significant however. Nine year old girls of high discrepancy 

were found to be of high ergic tension (Q4/, p. ,01) when 

ffieans of high and low discrepancy groups were compared* 

fern year olds of high discrepancy were found to be shy 

(H-), ant guilt proa® (0/)# It is interesting to not# that 

the high dlscrepaaey ten year old girla fey mean comparison 

were found to be of low guilt proneness (G~)» This incon-

sistency may toe explained by a contrast la the amount of 

discrepancy between ten year old males and females, Many 

of the girl® who were high in discrepancy value when they 

were compared only with other girls were low in discrepancy 

when compared with tooth boys and girls• 

The eleven year old subjects of high discrepancy were 

phlegmatic (!>-)• fecitability (D/) was a characteristic of 

all subjects combined and both eleven year old b©ye and girls 

fell in the fourth stave on thie faetor* The eleven year old 

females of high discrepancy were also found to be reetrained 

(i/p p. .01) by mean comparison. Bestraint was a mark of 

the eleven year old girls as they scored in the fourth stave 

as a group. 
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fhe twelve year old subjects of high, disorepas®y were 

vigorous {J»}# Twelve year old girls of high discrepancy 

were phlegmatic (X>~, p* < *05), of low ergic tension f$4*» 

p» < ,01) and of low anxiety fp» < .05) «« shown by the 

comparison of means with those of low discrepancy* 

fhem all of the female subjects were eoapared together, 

those of high discrepancy war® found t© be shy (H*») • .Halt 

subjects when taleen as a group, shewed high disorepimey to 

toe related to vigorous (J-) by mean comparison only @ M to 

low aggression, low depression, low withdrawal and to low 

dependency for the PNI behavior rating factors by both mean 

comparisons and correlations. 

Socio me t r i e Status Discrepancy by 
Self-Bating® and Personality 

The second hypothesis was also eon@#ra®t with the 

relationships between diserepaaey and adverse personality 

development. In this instance status was determined by 

the perception ratings of the subjects. Table VI shows 

the personality t r a i t s that were found to be significantly 

related to sociometric status discrepancy as determined by 

self-ratings. Other relationships between se*loa»tr|* 

status discrepancy and perception of personality are found 

in the Appendix, 
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Tli® eight year old sub4©cts with high discrepancy 

were not found to be significantly different In personality 

factors from those with 1©* discrepancy. This indicates 

that those eight year old sublets with the molt difference 

between sociotel® and psyehetel® status, high discrepancy, 

m m not significantly different In personality factor 

ratings from those eight year ©M subjects with the least 

different between sociotele and psych®tele status, low 

discrepancy# 

?h# nine year old subjeots with high discrepancy by 

self-ratings were found to be lax (q3«). The female nine 

year old subjects with high discrepancy were shown by mean 

comparison to differ from those of low discrepancy by being 

mor© dominent |l/|» 

fht tea year old subject© of high discrepancy were 

shown t© hare less guilt feelings (0-) than those of low 

discrepancy, Femeles of high discrepancy were also shown 

by mean comparison to haw less guilt (0-) and to hat*© 

stronger super-ego development (Qf) than those of lew 

discrepancy# fhe ten year old boys were found to hare 

effeminate or tenters-minded (I/) associated with the high 

discrepancy and tough-minded {Z-) with the low discrepancy. 

The eleven year old subjects of high discrepancy m 

determined by pelf-ratings wer® found to differ froa those 
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of low discrepancy by three of the four PHI behavior 

rating items. They were 1ms aggressive, less dependent 

and less withdrawn. Buy® of this age with high status 

discrepancy were found to be tough-minded (I-) by mean 

comparison to then® of low discrepancy. fhe same method 

indicated that eleven year ©Id girl# of high diserepanoy 

were tender-minded (I/) and restrained (J/). 

Twelve year olds of high diserepanoy were not found 

to differ in personality ratings from those of lowest 

discrepancy. But twelve year old males of high disorepanoy 

when contrasted with those of low discrepancy fey mm 

ewtparisoa were found to be more reserved U~) and females 

of high discrepancy were found to be lower in anxiety, 

phlegmatic (D-) and had lower ergic tension (Q4-) than 

those of low discrepancy. 

The male subjects compared as a group showed those 

males of high tiserepamiy to be shy (H-). I# significant 

relationship was found between the discrepancy of male 

subjects and the PifX behavior rating items when statu® was 

determined by self-ratings. No significant relationships 

were found between either the personality factors or the 

behavior rating items and statue discrepancy for the female 

subjects. 
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status discbepahct it self-hatinos 
mtAtm TO flBSOMALOT 7ACT0BB 

m 

aroup 
Person* 
ality 
Factor 

High 
Diao. 
Mean 

Low 
Bis o« 
Mean 

Le?©l 
of 
Sig. 

Corre-
lation 

Lev®! 
of 
sig. 

Age 9 CPQ Q3 3.1 4.1 *©§ -.4771 

109 10 CTQ 0 1.7 3,2 .01 «%4®S7 .01 

Ag@ 11 PHI A 
PHI Dl 
PHI W 

*909 
.702 
.519 

i*m? 
X»§U 
.84© 

.09 

.05 

.001 

-.3269 
*#4811' 
~.S78« 

•05 
#<03* 
# JL 

Hal* CPQ I 8.0 2,f * * # -.3330 •§i 

Mai® 10 GPQ 'I 1.7 .5 A OS ... * • • • 

Mai© 11 cpq i .6 3,#® ,01 # t * * # # 

Maid IB CPQ, A 2.0 3.0 .©01 • # • • « • 

Female § CPQ, I 3.0 l.H .05 t * i # * • 

Female 10 CFQ © 
CPQ, © 1*8 

2.3 
8,6 

.01 

.05 
# # # 
# # * 

* # • 

# * * 

11 CPQ I 
0B4 ar 

' 3.8 
3.5 

2.8 
8.6 

.01 
• 01 t • # 

* * II 
# « * 

#. # • 

Female If CPQ, 0 
CPQ Q4 
Aniri 

1.0 
1.0 
*6»S 

* m 
3.0 
40.0 

#.©§ 
.01 
.02 

* # # 

# # #• 

• * * t * * • # # 

Tfe® relationships shown in Table VI between status 

diaorepanoy by self-ratings and per banality faotora mm 

be fe®tt®r iirt«rpr«t@d if the discrepancy morm for #aoh. 

sex ana age group i# known. Table Til sontaiag the m m m ® 
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d i sc repancy s t o r e s f o r @11 s u b j e c t s by age l e v e l s m 

ob ta ined tmm t h e p e r c e p t i o n s of t h e i r s t a t u s r a t i n g s , 

No p a t t e r n of h igh d i sc repancy i n c r e a s i n g wi th &g© 1# 

n o t i c e d a s was® t h e case wi th t h e r a t i n g s by o the r s* 

*P AUT ^ H T ? 

XiU3Ĵ iS ViJl 
ATI1A0B SOCIOtfSgEIXC STATUS FOB :iIX-AGI GB0UP3 

BY SSU-RATXNGS At ISITIA1, TESTIKft 

Group Paychetel® S o c l o t e l e 
G r e w 

Discrepancy 
Ixidi-r i tual 

Group Paychetel® S o c l o t e l e 
G r e w 

Discrepancy 
' Bean s , » . 

Ag® 8 2 , 3 3 s a t .14 'i&Sf •43 

Age 9 2 . m a* f a • i n . 41 • §SIJ 

Age 10 2 .83 B.S# • 13 •S i «&» 

Age 11 B.89 • 31 1
 C&. K •fMI 

Age 18 # . • 7 g ,8? M # 48 • 44 

Male e . M g . ? § ,X« ,§G a 4# 

Female S.83 B,87 M • i o #48 

A l l £•67 a.s© .13 .50 *44 

S t a t u s Discrepancy Change and P e r s o n a l i t y Chang© 

The t h i r d hypo thes i s a t tempted t o e s t a b l i s h t h e type 

of r e l a t i o n s h i p t h a t e x i s t e d between change# i n d i sc repancy 

of s t a t u s and changes i n p e r s o n a l i t y m€ behair ior r a t i n g s . 

I t was hypothes ized t h a t those who i n c r e a s e d d i sc repancy 

would i n c r e a s e adverse p e r s o n a l i t y development . 
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STATUS DISCREPANCY CHAUSE FBOM TEST TO RSTS8T 
RELATED TO CH.AJRGI II PSRSGHALITY AND BSgJfl©1 

Group Personality 
Trait 

Average S [earn Change Level of 
Significant# Group Personality 

Trait fpper Third Lower Third 
Level of 

Significant# 

.Â e H CPQ C 
<mn 

<* »4£ / #0$ 
• OS 

Table Till shows the relationship between changes in 

status d* screpancy and changes in personality or behavior 

rating** Mean differences between upper and lower thirds 

were ©aleulated, fh» results indi«&t®i that there *a» 

not much relationship between changes in discrepancy of 

statu® and changes in personality or behavior. for the 

eleven year old subjects an increaee in discrepancy was 

shown to be related to a decrease in ego strength (C-) 

and an increase in adventuresomeness (iM). 

The sociometrie status discrepancy score# at the 

retesting are summarized in Table IX* These stetus means 

at retelling can be ©osspared to the mean® at the initial 

testing that were reported in fabla IT. Such a coaparison 

shows that the eight and nine year old subjects increased 

their discrepancy appreciably* Hone ©f the other age 

groups changed their soeioMstric discrepancy froa test to 

retest* 
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Tmm ix 

30CI0MJSHUC SfATOS AS RATS® BY OTHERS AT I H l S f W S 

Group .fsychetele Sooiotele Group 
Discrepancy 

M e m 
Individual 
M®trepan#j 

Age 8 E.4E £.81 .33 

Age 9 2.67 2.98 • ft* 

Ag© 10 2,8® 3.09 .19 »*X 

Age 11 8.80 5.08 .85 • 84 

Age 18 .8 #©2* 3.05 .S3 .22 

Mile S.69 g»9S .14 .23 

Female 2 #.80 3.04 .£4 *» 

All B.Wfc £.98 •B4 .25 

Statu® Discrepancy Increase and Personality ©mag# 

The fourth, hypothesis was similar to the third is tbat 

it attempted to relate changes in the discrepancy between • 

psychetele and sociotele status from test to retest to the 

ehanges in personality scores a M behavior ratings. In 

the third hypothesis, the emphasis was on the amount $£ 

change of discrepancy without considering whether the 

change was an increase or decrease. Th® fourth hypothesis 

attempted to determine if the subjects who increased their 

status discrepancy most by increasing status were signif-

icantly different in personality or behavior changes from 

those aubjeots who changed dieerepimey aaet by decreasing. 
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Th« results of the effort a to test this hypothesis 

are contained in fable X. Mean comparisons w@m Had® 

between the subject® in the upper third of aaowit of 

dlscrtpancy change who incroated discrepancy and those 

who d®cr®asad discrepancy* 

TABLE X 

STATUS BISClUPAfGY CHANGS FROM T B f TO BST13T 
WITH CHAHGfflS 11 PWSOHAUTSr li» BKHATOOR 

COMPARED FOB INCREASED AID DECREASED 
DX3CRKPASCT <9SAHGX 

Oroup Personality 
frait 

Increased Decreased Level ©f 
Significant# 

Oroup Personality 
frait 

*o« Mean !©• Mean 

Level ©f 
Significant# 

Male Cpq Q4 li /l»17 t - .55 • 08 

Female GPQ, # 15 - ,13 4 -1.7# .01 

A look at fable X shows that fm si gulf leant results 

west found when the subj @cts who increased discrepancy 

w«r© cos^mrai. to those wh* decreased discrepancy most* M 

significant relationships w&m found between PHI ratings 

change and changes in discrepancy. 

Only significant findings for sex groups are listed. 

The fanale subject® who changed discrepancy most fey an 

increase la discrepancy were found t© fe@ different fmm 

those who changed by a decrease in discrepancy In the trait 
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of self sentiment control (Q3). ffe® f©amies who decreased 

discrepancy significantly decreased their self sentiment 

control (Q3-) when compared to those who increased their 

discrepancy. Males who increased di screpaney mat were 

shown fey mean comparison to hare increased their GPQ trait 

rating of ©rgic tension (Q4) while those who decreased 

discrepancy decreased ergic tension. 

Ho age group findings are included in fable X for 

various reason©. None of the six subjects aged eight who 

ehanged discrepancy most (upper third) changed by making 

a decrease in status discrepancy, therefor# a comparison 

was not possible. Only one of the nine year olds who 

changed most decreased discrepancy and only one of the 

twelve year olds increased. Wo significant result* were 

found for ten and eleven year old subjects* 

Status Change and Personality Change 

Tfc« fifth hypothesis theorized that a change in total 

status regardless of the direction of change would be 

related to m Increase in adverse personality development 

and behavior ratings. Table XI contains the results of 

correlations between changes in personality and behavior 

and changes in sociometric status, 



TABLE XI 

TOTAL STATUS CHANGE FROM TEST TO REEEST RILATSD 
TO CHAKGIS IN PXRSQKALXTT AMD BEHAVIOR 

U 

Group 
Personality 

Trait 
Status 
Change 

• &oto1 of 
Significance 

Age 8 A «4®90 .0® 
m i •4809 #08 

if# 9 WIT It 
4Tmm w • 4652 .05 

Ago U c?q c •9891 

Halo GPq Q4 .2670 

Female M I B1 .tils m 
PJ3I w .3009 .OS 

Both CPQ factors A am# I were found to be related to 

change in status for eight year old subjects. Thorn eight 

year old sufejeats wh© decreased statu© mm six of the nine 

female subjects and all of the male, According to the 

correlations, those eight year old subjects who changed 

status most became more reserved {A-} and tough-minded {I-}. 

For the nine year old subjects, the amount of change 

of soclometrlc status was not found t© be re&atM to the 

changes of the GPQ factors but a relationship was found for 

PHI factor of withdrawal, Those subjects aged nine showed 

a relationship of change of status to an increase of mi 

withdrawal. Those who changed most became more withdrawn 

according to the correlation. 
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CHAPTER I? 

BX309SSX0K 

Mature of Clrcmp® studied 

Xm order to measure til sociometric relationships of 

the subjects, a closed group of preadolescent® was chosen. 

The personality test indicated that these subjecta 

were deviate fro* the average or middle stare m three 

factors, fiie group average for factor B was la the second 

stave and factors D and 1 were in the fourth stave, This 

placed the subjects as a group in the extreme third of the 

population on these three factors. Thus these subjects 

could be described in relation to the @PQ, normative group 

a® being unintelligent, uareflective, boorish, quitting, 

conscienceless, dull and submissive (B-)j demanding, over-

active, impatient, attention-getting, exhibitionist!©, 

e»jt table» prone to jealousy, self-assertive, egotistical, 

nervous, changeable, lading persistence# untrustworthy 

(D/h Cheerful, joyous, sociable, responsive, energetic, 

rapid in movement, humorous, witty, talkative, resourceful, 

placid, content, original, adaptable, showing equanimity, 

trustful, sympathetic, and open (*/) • 

The fact that the subjects made little distinction 

between eociotele and psychetele criteria a© shewn by the 

U 
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high correlations between the two 4a probably related to 

these distinctive characteristics of the group. A group 

that ia unintelligent, overactive and eminent it apt to 

neither take the time nor be able to sake the mental effort 

that is necessary in mking the more mature choice on the 

sociotele basis, It was noted that there was an increase 

of discrepancy with age at the initial testing but this 

pattern had changed by the time of the retesting. Results 

in this study may be somewhat limited because the subjects 

did not produce the full discrepancy between eociotele and 

psyehetele criteria that the ether studies previously 

mentioned had reported* 

As previously noted# swgsney (F/) Is related to one's 

success in intimate groups and with lower performance in 

long term situations. Subjects that were rated F/ as a 

group might be expected to produce better psychetele than 

sociotele ratings as the subjects of this study did. 

Sooiometric Status Discrepancy and Personality 

The first hypothesis of the present study dealt with 

the relationship between eociometrie status discrepancy m & 

personality factors. It was hypothesized that those pupils 

with high discrepancy would have adverse personality trait 

development. Although significant relationships were found 
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to exist, til® hypothesis did not prove to b© correct. Some 

of the relationships could not b@ termed adverse and others 

were mot significant. 

Both correlations and mean comparisons show##, that the 

Pfl behavior ratings were related to status discrepancy 

when nil the male sub jects were considered &« a group * The 

fact that significant PHI relationships were found for boys 

as a whole but not for male age groups is probably explained 

by the size of groupings* Some of the subjects that were 

considered high discrepancy in sex-age groups were not high 

discrepancy when all of the subject® of that em were com» 

blntd. Since high discrepancy was operationally defined is 

reference to & group, a subject would perhaps change from 

high to average or even low discrepancy as the etz# and 

aalte-up of the referent# group was changed* The increased 

number of subjects obtained by combining sex groupings 

produced a less demanding statistical level of significance. 

The male subjects of high discrepancy were found to 

have lower ratings on the traits of aggression* dependency, 

withdrawal and depression than did the subjects of lowest 

discrepancy. This, of course, was the opposite of the 

relationship predicted by the hyp©th©si«M It wa® curious 

that the PNI factors were related to status discrepancy but 

not to status for males while being related to status but 
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m % to status discrepancy for females, the relationship 

of withdrawal to psyehetele status for males was tit® mlf 

significant relationship between personality or behavior 

ratings awl status for males. Jt would appear that status 

for male subjects was not related to soma aspects of 0P$ 

personality or PHI behavior as measured in this study. 

This was in contradiction to the standardisation group 

used ia the d@fili®pffl»at of th# PHI. 

fhe developers of the PHI seal© reported that "the 

correlations of th® liieesbillty scale with the variable 

scales suggest that the boy*s deviant behalfor in all of 

these,domains tends to be viewed negatively by their male 

peer group" (2, p. 664). The negative relationship was 

shown to be stronger for withdrawal and depression. The 

authors note that the standardization sample was from a 

primarily middle class neighborhood «whieh cannot be 

considered representative of lower socio-economic status" 

{£, p« 6$®). The fact that all. four traits of .%&• MI 

were related to both tele factors for feoales while only 

withdrawal was related to psychetolo status for atXoo 

lupiies that th© male subjects were not similar to the 

male standardization sample of the PHI while the female 

subjects of this study scored as the standardization aalss 

scored ©» th# ?II» 
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The high discrepancy aalis were shown by comparison 

of means to be more vigorous U~). The characteristics 

of the vigorous |jv| individual ay® at teat i on~gettlag, got# 

with tlm group, active, assertive, decisive in thinkiag, 

cooperative in enterprises, evaluates by common standards 

® M common interests. This combined with the character-

istics of th® PHI, non-aggressive, non-dependent, non-

withdrawn and non-depressive, indicates that th® male of 

high discrepancy was group dependent but with a sense of 

group status. 

Further research is seeded to determine why the M I 

behavior ratings were low for the high discrepancy male 

and were not related to status. Also the relationship ©f 

psychetele status ami status discrepancy needs to be better 

understood. 

faliJet the sales @f high discrepancy, the female 

subjects of this study do not show any relationship to 

HJX behavior ratings. . These girls with high discrepancy 

are found to be shy (H-) by CPQ ratings however. The shy 

(H-) individual is timid, withdrawn, aloof, cold, hostile, 

self-contained, hard, secretive, inhibited, conscientious, 

lacking confidence, careful ant considerate. Th# 1* 

individual Is also considered to have less interest in 

the opposite sex. This was the adverse development that 
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was predicted toy the hypothesis. The shy |H-) individual 

was withdrawn and cold which denoted an adverse social 

development but was contrasted with the desurgent (F-) 

individual who was depressed, anxious and inhibited (1, 

p * 129)• 

fhe female subjects of high discrepancy at age levels 

also showed interesting significant differences by mean 

comparisons. k pattern of these differences seemed to 

appear, This pattern was basically the same and was even 

more pronounced for the fessale subjects of high discrepancy 

when status was determined by perception of ratings. At 

nine, the girls of high discrepancy rated high in ergie 

tension (Q4/) which reflected an awareness of unfulfilled 

personal needs* 

The ten year old girls of high discrepancy were prone 

to guilt (0/). fhese girls were lonely, worrying, sensitive, 

suspieious, discouraged and ineffective in group dynamics. 

At eleven, the gitl® of high' discrepancy were restrain,®!, 

(JT-). fhe restrained individual aets individual!atieally 

and i® slow, passive and self•sufficient* The twelve year 

old girls of high discrepancy were phlegmatic (J5-) and were 

of low ergic tension (Q4-) and of low anxiety. 

The high discrepancy girl showed a complete cycle from 

high ergie tension at nine to low ergie tension {<*4~) 
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at twelve. This was a contrast of ergic tension to guilt 

to restraint to phlegmatism. Perhaps the high discrepancy 

girl through time became blmatei by the experience of 

status discrepancy. The tension and guilt of the younger 

ages was replaced by restraint and stoic acceptance in the 

elder ages, This concept meeds to he farther studied with 

a longitudinal study of personality development. 

When subjects of both sexes were combined at each age 

level, some significant correlations between the CFQ traits 

and discrepancy were found, light, nine and twelve year 

olds with high discrepancy were distinguished by traits 

that denoted a submerging of self into the group. light 

and twelve year olds were vigorous (J-) and the nine year 

olds were self-controlled W f ) . The former denotes the 

carefree following of the group while the latter implies a 

control of the self in order to go with the group. The ten 

year old subjects of high diacrepaney were found to be both 

shy (H~) and prone to guilt (0/). This related the adverse 

personality development with the amount of status discrep-* 

ancy for the ten year olds. These subjects that had high 

discrepancy at age eleven were phlegmatic (0-), fh#»# 

phlegmatic individuals were characterized by th# lack of 

nervous symptoms and demanding, impatient behavior. Thus 
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the eleven yeas? oils of high diserepancy cannot be 

characterized fey adverse personality development. 

la suaaaary, it can to® said that aoae relationships 

between high. sociojaetric discrepancy and personality and 

behavior ratings wars found, The meaning and importance 

of these relationships are obscure however. A consistent 

relationship between high discrepancy and the *&v«rM 

development of personality was not apparent. 

Mo adverse relationship between high discrepancy males 

and personality and behavior ratings was found. In fact, 

discrepancy was related to psychetele status ami t© low 

ratings on the PNI behavior rating traits. The female 

subjects of high discrepancy, however, seem to have adverse 

personality development as shown by the shy (H-) rating on 

the GPQ. Female subjects of older ages also sees to be 

characterized by adverse personality development• ige 

groups present a confused pattern, some of the ages seemed 

to relate high discrepancy to adverse personality while the 

©there did not. 

Sociometric Status Discrepancy by 
Self^Eatings and personality 

The second hypothesis was similar to the first except 

that soelometric status was taken by the perception #f the 

subjects* own status. The OPQ, ratings of personality were 
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apparently user© significantly related to perception of 

status dl ecrep&ncy than were the M I behavior ratings. 

flit PMI was found to be significantly related to status 

discrepancy for the electa year ©Ms only* Those with 

high discrepancy were fount to b© rated 1©* cm aggression, 

dependency and withdrawal when compared to those with low 

discrepancy, this waa not the adverse relationship that 

was predicted fey the hypothesis. 

The ssale subjects of high discrepancy fey perception 

of ratings ware found to he more shy (Ek) than males of 

low discrepancy. There were also some sex-age significant 

relationships for boys, The twelve year old boys of high 

discrepancy were reserved (A-), those eleven were tough-

minded (J-) while those ten were tender-minded (I/) when 

compared to those with low discrepancy. 

AS compared to those of low discrepancy, the female 

subjects of high discrepancy by perception of ratInge were 

not found to have any significant behavior or personality 

characteristies. Some Interesting relationships did show 

up for the girl*s sex-age groupings however. Sach of the 

GPq factors that characterized the girls of high status 

discrepancy as rated by others also characterized the high 

discrepancy girls as rated by perception of status fo? the 

ages of ten, eleven and twelve* 
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Those traits that distinguished the sex-age groups 

for girls seemed to change witli the ages, those of high 

discrepancy at age miss were dominant (B/) which Is an 

assertive, independent and rebellious attitude. At the 

age of ten those who felt that their status was unbalanced 

were characterized toy strong super-ego development ($/) 

ant unperturbed adequacy (©•)• fit# ten year old of high 

discrepancy seemed to fee satisfied within self and wa« 

not pressuring the group for better acceptance. At the 

age of eleven the high discrepancy girl was tender-minded 

(I/) and restrained (I*/). At this age there was still an 

individuality but a dependency and subjectivity appeared# 

The twelve of high discrepancy was characterized as low 

anxiety, phlegmatic {$*) end low ergie tension 

Although the description of the twelve year old girl of 

high discrepancy seemed to describe a well baiante4 ealm 

personality, the position of the twelve year old related 

to the other ages would lead one to suggest that the older 

girl of high discrepancy had lost a great deal of drive 

through the years and had gained an almost stoic acceptance 

of her position and perhaps some repression of her needs. 

A* with the first, some significant relationships were 

found between personality factors and status discrepancy a# 

determined by self-ratings for the second hypothesis. Again 
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all, of these relationships could net be termed adverse, 

411 males of high discrepancy and those aged tea and 

twelve showed ad-verse relationships while the eleven yetur 

old relationships could not be called adverse. 

The female pattern of discrepancy and personality 

relationships has been described. The experience of 

having a high discrepancy seemed to produce adverse 

effects for the girl subjects. The dominance of the 

young girl of high discrepancy seemed to be reduced by 

age to the phlegmatic, low anxiety and low ergic tension 

of the older girl of high discrepancy, Gattell has noted 

that the dominance level can be reduced by th® experience 

of being dominated. This seems to have been the occuranee 

with the girls of high discrepancy by self-ratings (1, p. 

111). 

Status Discrepancy Change and personality Change 

The third hypothesis was an attempt to relate th® 

changes in sociometric status discrepancy from test to 

retest to change® in personality a&d behavior ratings# 

Table fill in the previous chapter indicated that there 

were very few relationships. Some significant personality 

relationships were found between CPQ, changes and change® 

in status discrepancy for the eleven year old subjects. 

The eleven year old'subjects who increased their 

discrepancy were found to have become more venturesome 



(I/) and to have decreased ego strength (C~). "ffae quality 

of 1 ©aa be expressed essentially as boldness, but it is 

dirllagttijshiible from dominance by Imk of drive and by th« 

preeemee of emotional Incontinence of behavior, ce sualness, 

m & 9 i» some way§# ias®a@itSvity
w <1, p, 3JB9)« sis®# qpq 

factor 0 is "the capacity to express available emotional 

energy along integrated as opposed to impulsive channels" 

(1, p. 103) it is seen in combination with B as producing 

a high status discrepancy change eleven year ©Id that is 

emotionally dissatisfied (C-) but with a certain control 

(H/)» fh# H/ individual is described as bold, talkative, 

spontaneous, unreserved, not serious, well liked but not 

soei&Hy adept (l, p# £86)* 

The third hypothesis did not prove to fee tenable. 

Change in discrepancy was not found to be consistently 

related to adverse ©hanges in personality fievel@pa§iit a»<t 

behavior ratings* 

Status Discrepancy Increase and Personality Change 

Tht fourth hypothesis att@®j>t#4 to establish the 

relationship between the increase in status discrepancy 

and the increase in adverse personality and behavior 

development. Only two significant differences were found 

between those subject® who changed discrepancy most by 

iiMireaiing and those who changed most by decreasing. The 
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female subjects who increased discrepancy showed a!#© an 

'InarMM 1b self~se&ttment oontrol (q3/) , This was not 

the adverse relationship predicted by the hypothesis. 

The male subjects aid shew the adverse relationship that 

wa» predicted fey the hypothesis. Males who Increased 

their discrepancy most also increased ergic tension# The 

patters of adverse personality development did xuyfc appear 

as the hypothesis had predicted. 

status Change and Personality Change 

The final hypothesis was concerned with the changes in 

total statu® as related to changes in personality and the 

ohanges in behavior ratings. Specifically the hypothesis 

stated that these change# would he related to the amount of 

status changes regardless of the direction of change, i.e., 

increase or decrease of status. Table XI contains results 

of correlations between changes in personality and behavior 

ratings and changes la sociometrlc status when direction of 

changes In personality variables was taken Into aactuat. 

Some interesting developmental choosing patterns can 

be found by studying Tables XI and IT. Both eight and nine 

year olds had a low discrepancy rating at the initial time 

of testing which was the beginning of the school year. 

During this year the discrepancy increased for both ages 

but more for the eight year ©Ids. All boys lost status but 
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«. few of tfe,® eight year ©14 girls and most of the nine 

year olds increased. Only a few girls increased status 

at ten and none who were eleven or twelve increased. Half 

of the ten ant twelve year old boy# Increased status while 

part of the eleven year olds did. 

Meet ©f the eight year olds decreased status «o& 

increased discrepancy. During this period they became 

reserved {A~) and tough-minded (I-). The boys decreased 

factor A enough to fall in the second stave range as a 

group. The girls decreased slightly but remained in the 

fourth stave range. Both remained i» the third stave fur 

faetor I. The A- individual is reserved, 

impersonal, hostile, domineering while the I* person is 

independent-minded, self-sufficient, hard, not a good 

follower. Remembering that these subjects lived in. a home 

for children, the eight year old is seen as trying for a 

personal maturity and independence. This was achieved but 

at the sacrifice of inter-personal relationships. 

For the twelve year old subjects a change in status 

was related to trait C. Those who changed most tended to 

feeeome more emotionally stable, realistic about lift* talm 

and steadfast. This was not the adverse relationship that 

was predicted by the hypothesis# 
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Whm all ©ubjeets were combined 1b a«x groups , tit# 

change in status was shown to be related to adverse 

personality development, The boys increased ergic 

tension (QV) and the girls beeaae more dependent and 

withdrawn m compared to these who changed status least* 

The nine year olds also showed a relationship between an 

increase in the mi withdrawal rating and change in status, 
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SUiaiART MM CONCLUSIONS 

A review of research has indicated that many attempts 

have been made to relate sociometrio status to personality 

development* Traditionally status lias been thought of as 

existing on a high to low continuum. Gcoatiionaily never&l 

criteria have been utilized in order to enrich the meanly 

of the seore but the results have always been expressed in 

a total status near# that is considered either high or low. 

Sea® attenpt# have been mad® to contrast extreme statu# 

score® to the middle or average scores in order to obtain 

more meaningful relationships to personality development. 

These soeiometric rating© have generally been taken from 

peer groups of limited contact range which represents only 

a part of the *ubjeet>** peer relationships# fh» school 

ola®® has been perhaps the most popular peer group for 

such stndies*. 

The present study has deviated from the above pattern 

is two important aspects, first, the ohoiet of a elosed 

peer group permitted the testing of a total peer oontaot 

field. It was hoped that such a measure would yield s 

complete status rating of each subject, Theoretieally 

W 
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thin should have eliminated the chance of mtng a status 

score for an Individual that was derived from a peer 

group which, he belonged to hut did not fully identify with. 

Such a total status score should have been a kind of sum-

met ion of peer relationships for the individual. 

The seeond deviation was the use of a different form 

of continuum for expressing statue value®. High to low 

measurements were replaced with new ay#teas based on a 

concept of status Inconsistency, This concept assumed that 

the Importance of status is more easily perceived in term® 

of meaningful comparisons and changes in position than in 

the more abstract concepts of high to low group extremes. 

The mm concept required only intra^personal comparisons 

while the former required an inter-personal eoiaparleon with 

other group members. 

Three approaches to the establishment of a measuring 

procedure based on inconsistency were formulated. One 

utilized the discrepancy between psyehetele and soclotele 

oriteria, The second measured the ©hang® of this status 

discrepancy from test to retest« The third measured the 

change of combined status fr©» teat to retest. 

Discrepancy was defined as the differences between 

the soclotele and psyohetele status of the individual* 

This was the difference between the number of choices 
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of tli# individual by the group members on the different 

criteria, Previous research tod indicated that this 

discrepancy should. increase with age as groups beeasw more 

mature and discerning enough to oak® isoelotel# ehoie#®* 

It was assumed that a discrepancy would appear; that it 

would increase with the age of the subject#! and that It 

would Increase from test to retest. 

fhe subjects did not produce an increasing discrepancy 

as had to®en predicted# Further research le needed to now 

determine whether the theory of increasing discrepancy 

with age is correct• there are at least three possible 

reason© that the discrepancy did not occur in this study 

at predicted# First, it la possible that the subjects 

used in this study were immature in their ability to oak* 

soeiotelt astesament®, The personality characteristic# 

of the total group as discussed in the previous chapter 

would tend to support thi® assumption. lowrrer. Button (1) 

obtained discrepancy scores that were significantly related 

to negativism for subjects in the same institution# Button 

tested limited peer groups in Hiring situations* Thie 

would indicate that the lack of statu* discrepancy In the 

present study was more related to the composition of the 

peer group and the testing procedure than to the personal 

characteristics of the children in the institution. 
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In the attempt to widen the soeiometric field to 

include all possible contacts in the closed group, it 

appears that the soeiometric states smma became leas 

discriminative*. i review of fable I? shows the relatively 

waall standard deviation and the near average rating! of 

states for most groupe• Average ©a the near^toeioisetrie 

®©sl® is the middle choice with a value ©f "three1* audi 

indicates neither ehoiee nor rejection. Thia near average 

rating implies a balancing out of positIT# ehoims with 

negative choices. This phenomenon may have bees %he result 

of the large group tested or the use of a near-socioaetri# 

technique with a large group. lith the large group of 

Varying ages and interests, it was impossible to use a 

sharply defined criterion that would be equally meaningful 

to all• 

Further rtseareh is in order to determine a better 

process for determining discrepancy measures, uuch research 

should cluster around two basic questions, fiat first of 

these questions concerns the composition of the group used 

to determine status. Since discrepancy is an operational 

definition that is related to the group, it is obvious that 

©hanges in group coa^osition will result in changes in the 

discrepancy values. The second question is concerned with 

the method of measuring discrepancy. Techniques are needed 



that can be applied to large groupings. Also it should 

be acted that the measures of the two tele do act have 

similar means arid ranges. It is possible that a constant 

should be applied to awtlt© the two tele comparable# 

five hypotheses were formulated in order to tost the 

significant® of the three approaches to the measurement of 

statu®, fhe first two were related to the first approach 

which measured inconsistency as the status discrepancy 

between the individual's psyehetele and soeiotele status, 

Sociometrie status was determined for the first hypothesis 

by peer ratings and by the perception of peer ratings for 

the seeond hypothesis. Sou® significant relationships 

between both methods of determining status discrepancy and 

personality and behavior ratings were found, fhese were 

not sonslatently adverse* Also some relationship® at a 

significant level, as expected by ©hanee, probably occured 

without a oausal relationship to the hypothesis. 

The second approach to a measurement of soelometrie 

inconsistency utilized a «hauge of discrepancy from test 

to retest. Hypothesis nuiaber three tested the effect of 

the Mount of discrepancy change while four tested the 

effect of the direction of change. Neither of these two 

hypotheses yielded significant results of enough importance 

to prove the value of the approach. 
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The third approach was tested by the fifth hypothesis. 

This approaoh involved the aaount of change ©f total status 

fro® test to retest# aignifleant results obtain*# from 

this approach indicated its value as a measure of socio-

saetrle status• The importance of these relationihip® m a t 

not b® over-estimated sine® some significant relationship® 

art expected by chance when numerous comparisons are made* 

One basic conclusion can be drawn froa the results of 

this study. This is the observation that discrepancy and 

change of socioitetrie status are adequate concepts for the 

measurement of social status. Enough significant result® 

were obtained froa this study to warrant further research 

and refinement of the testing devices, The statistical 

problem® resulting from group delineation and the process 

of choosing must be tackled in order to determine the best 

numerical expression of discrepancy and change* 

fh® fact that personality factors were found to be a* 

signifioantly related to discrepancy as to either tele 

factors and as related to change as to increase or decrease 

of statu®, indicates that intra-personal measures of facial 

status Can be Just as valuable in the study of personality 

as inter-personal measures have been. It now remains for 

much more research to be attempted in this area in order 

to develop the technique, since there is reason to believe 



that tilt adequacy of the soeioasetrie &&murm obtained l a 

t h i s study were l imi ted by e i t h e r t h e nature of the sub jec t s 

or the t e s t i n g pr©«edure# the lneoa®i@t«B0j hypotheses 

should b® again t e s t ed i s a d i f ferent group where mort 

®peeifie c r i t e r i a oould be used in e s tab l i shed p « r group®# 
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fPAHf® YTT 
* MJw&wm mkm * 

Status Discrepancy AS Rated By Others 
. Correlated to Per0on.ai.lt3r Factors 

Wmt&w 
Correlation to Stat as Discrepancy 

Wmt&w 
Age 8 Age 9 Agt 10 Ai§|® 11 Agn 18 Male • filial® 

6P% A • 1898 .10»9: .9078 .0493 .0543 .0779 .0078 

QPq B .841# .1077 -.1866 *.8058 *••1948 -.0911. .099# 

GPQ c -•40§Ji ao7»; *0808 •#303® .mm +mm -.8187 

OPQ, © -.0899 -aoii * #0169 .0258 <**0TFT0 

CP Q, S -.8372 -.178#; .1134 -.0484 .1873 -.009®: .1133 

cpq f *•4994 -.1868 -.1969 .0886 •9717 .Ui4: • •11184 

CPQ G ->8994' -•0848 .1568 -•0891: .8871: • 0199: -.0101 

OPQ, I ••4188 *.0101 -.8898 -.8876 •0187 **0999 -.8649* 

OPQ I .0181 *l#©7 *.0049 .1699 -•8999 -.1954 • 0585 

d>Q J -.6167" -.8385 *••8386 .2962 -.3494 : .0098 

Oty N a m -.8831 -.3398 •1899 .0865 .©989 *•0089 

© •948? ^ .1893 .3688^ -.0808 -»37§7 •-.©tfi **U9 

6TQ %3 ^ .187® ,8018 .0756 .030? -.0999: ••0«i • ©848 

«Pq Q4 ** • 300.® ».0401 -.1844 •0480 '*•8681 •.0974. :**0910 

Anxiety .1088 -.0980 ' .0944 .0374 *»»80§4 .0653 .0856 

PHX A » • T .3,708 *.8470 -.1799 •*>•0408 *.&8UJ 1 .0878 

PNI OX * t • .147® -•1984 **•#1443 *.0141 *,39781 ' .1811 

PHI W J • • • • 899? -.8031 -.1376 .1806 .0855 

M I m • # • • 8866 *.1068: -.1875 .1943 -•3909' ; v@§80 

^Significant at . f i 
•significant at .02; Isignlficant at .01. 
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TABUS X I I I 

S t a t u s Dls crepaaoy 0jr 8alf-Hatin*» Cor re la t ed 
t o Persona l i ty f r u i t s 

Faeto? r _ " „ s ; Age S i A|J4S 11 Ig© 11' I r H • WMiiiii 1 £i 
• J* m fp. 

GPQ A *»5a4>; »1169 .1536 *,®f$4© • 18»S' .0777 **©0@0 

c m » — .14SC •£*11 j . 0614 .0984 .3160; .1816 #0034 

CPQ C ,0752' - , 034? .0894 .0315 - . 3 1 3 5 ; .0145 - . 0 1 1 0 

CPQ D - . 1 2 8 0 #0400 .1291 - .1665 **348f' •*•.0366 - *1628 

OPQ 1 .0211 ,1007: - . 1798 ! .1608: - . 1 7 7 6 *0407 — * 0422 

CP<1 f -*00f? - .1259 : *1590i - . 0 3 8 4 .1078 - . 0 8 2 5 #1994 

opq a *2942 - . 2 6 7 8 . m m \ -»076i ,0066 - . 0 9 5 3 *1007 

GPQ, » ,1190 - . 2 6 1 1 - . 1 7 8 0 i • * 2313 * 0514 -*33361 ! .0418 

CPQ, I .2290 .0263 *1500 - . 2 4 5 5 .0824 —.1816 *1897 

0PQ f - •1218 : —•208? - . 1 8 0 2 .*177 —#0816 - .0969 

CP<} K .2624 .2028 *..1722: .0262 »#08S0 088: .0074 

CPQ, § -.11OS -«0198 
s 

-*49S?j b*.18?4 - . 1 7 0 4 -*2109 - . 2 1 0 3 

CP'4 Q3 - . 0 8 0 3 - *47715 .0441 .0473 .0804 - . 0 2 8 3 '<",0188 

GP4 Q4 :-*0897 .2894 •-•2078 i -..1293 : - . i 6 0 § »0308: #0136 

AOXffty .3322 -••I860; -*1634 - . 1 9 3 5 * 0105 - •1498 

PHI A t i t - . 3 3 5 1 *2251j - *3£69 ' ; .2954 *•1710: .1195 

PNI »1 • * * - . 2 5 9 3 .076? - * 4 2 1 l j ; ,3230 : - .194? .0700 

PHI 1 » * « — • 2063 .0711 - . 2 7 2 2 . 1995 -#1177; —.0048 

PHI D2 f « # . .0933 *1481 - . 2047 <-•0854: - *1120 .1384 

• s i g n i f i c a n t a t .05; { S i g n i f i c a n t a t *02; J s i g n i f i o a n t a t .01, 
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TABLE XIV 

mm COMPARISON OF PERSONALJCT CHANGS FOR 
hxoh am low m s m s & m m chakok groups 

factor 
Age 8 ' -a#® ® Ag# 10 Ag® •: 11 4g® 12 

factor 
Higfc L©W Big] i Low High, Low High low High Low 

W a -•82 -.33 M .OC .41 .18 «*» §8 -.50 .20 .00 

CP i B .11 .33' ~*4A ,-l.OC ,33 .1© •.86 ' .33 -.20 .00 

cap* o -.15 .00 \ rz<\ * w« . .13 -.1? .27 - .48* * 42 ,20 .00 

o m d -»X1} .00 -.55 > .58 #.85' -.36 -.75 *.17 -. 60 -.50 

CPq 1 .0£ .07 ** .44 I -.12 -.17 .09 -.17 -.17 - .20 .si 

cpq F ^ %ri 
** • O k* -*80 — . 4̂  > - .63 -.08 -.09 -.17 -.75 -1.00 • 50* 

C*i 0 5C .If ~.5( -.oS .00 *0® .17 - .08 .SO .75 

CS^ H .OC .1? -.8? -.38 ̂ .33 .Of .50* 
q 
-.66 -.60 -.25 

GPQ, I ,32 -*67 .0< > -.50 ,00 '*•56 .17 .33 -*80 -.75 

CP!4 -.1? .67 .3; • - .13 »41 -.66 -.42 .88 ,00 4.25 

GP-l 1 .SC .33 9 l *5 , .50 ; -.17 .46 .17 -.17 ..20 »2§ 

gjh o -.32 .17 -t4A i *i.*pc : -.33 -.18 -.25 ' .25 1.00 .25 

CP4 Q,5 -.11 .00 - . i : . .28 -•17 -.36 -.33 .17 **#60 .50 

GPg *4 .82 .67 m 
» f % i -.25 .08 .66 .17 * 00 .00 # 25 

Anxiaty rtn 
# Uiy 2.17 ! -*EI • ~1*8Q ,43 -.18 .33 .45 -.50 .25 

PNI A # , # * f 
* 

# , ,38 .88 .15 • 79 -. 13 .39 .32 

PHI D1 # « • *• »01 .33 * <32 -.23 .35 .24 - .07 .19 

phi i * # f « . - .05 • .28 .14 -.03 - .19 #34 -.07 .03 

Pll BE • t * * .0( ' .29 ; - .05 .14 • £8 .53 # Oil • It 

*olgnifleant at .05 

^Significant at .02 
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t m m x ? 

AMOUNT OF GQMBlMm STATOS GBMQE FBOM 
CORRELATED TO IMGEIASI AJ© DI0K1A31 

EST TO MWMf 
mmmALtft 

F a c t o r e Age 9 Age 10 iig© 1 1 Age 12 Mai® f e m a l e 

CPQ, A #49©* - * 3 6 4 - . 2 1 3 - # 0 4 1 . 182 - a i § —#040 

CPQ B - . 3 3 2 .277 - • 1 0 7 .004 - • 107 —* 006 . 0 4 0 

CPQ c - . 2 0 1 - . 1 8 7 . 0 0 1 . 042 .539* . 0 3 7 —. 0 2 8 

CPQ D - . 1 9 3 — • 246 . 200 . 1 7 6 . 1 5 0 ; . 119 •004 

CPq I - . 5 0 8 - * 0 7 2 •.036 . 3 9 3 . 1 1 3 • o s t 

CPq ? * . 2 2 0 - . 0 6 6 —. 016 . 0 4 2 • 3 2 4 - . 0 1 8 • 106 

CPQ 0 , 1 5 7 "•*080 *074 .087 : . 2 4 4 - • 1 0 1 • 171 

CPQ, H - . 1 1 8 . 0 5 4 •o m . 1 1 8 • ISO - . 11© . 0 4 3 

CPQ I . 4 8 0 * - . 0 8 2 — . 0 2 2 - . 0 9 9 - # 0 6 2 - . 0 7 1 • 2 1 1 

CPQ $ * • 0 9 1 . 1 1 0 - . 0 0 1 . 2 5 1 - . 0 4 7 . 2 1 3 —• 07® 

opq i - . 2 7 6 - . 2 8 3 - . 1 7 6 . 0 0 4 - . 0 8 7 - . 1 8 6 - . 0 6 7 

OPQ o •••284 . 3 0 6 - . 0 1 2 - . 0 1 1 - . 0 2 ? . 0 1 5 - • 0 9 5 

CPQ Q3 .09© . 1 2 9 . 0 6 1 - • 1 7 9 - • 1 2 5 • . 1 0 1 - . 0 7 7 

CPQ Q4 • 4 5 5 - . 1 2 3 . 0 6 4 . 1 3 8 . 1 9 8 . 2 6 7 * - . 2 3 2 

A n x i e t y * 01© - » 0 4 7 —»045 . 2 3 4 « 0 1 2 *082 - » 0 ? 0 

PHI A # * # . 2 0 5 - . 2 8 7 •207 - • 2 8 8 . 1 3 9 • 148 

PNI B l * # « . 269 - . 0 6 3 . 1 7 5 . 188 . 1 5 1 . 3 6 2 * * 

PNI f ; * # * • 4 6 5 * - * 146 . 1 0 9 . 2 4 4 . 2 2 0 • 301* 

PNI M # • # 'X«Q 
• W f 

- . 1 4 7 ' .079 .417 . 1 7 3 •190 

•Significant at «05 

* ""Significant at .02 



fABLE X f l 

INCREASE Of OGMBINSB ST4W8 OHA®! FtOM TEST TO lSTi@T 
C0RRJ5UTED TO INCREASE A®> DECREASE OF PERSONALITY 

Fa etor Jg® i Ag® 9 Ag@ 1 0 ii||@ 11 Ag® 1 2 tt&lo F@sia.le 

© a A ..482* - . 590* . 2 0 7 . 1 7 4 .082 . 0 1 7 - , 2 3 0 

« B — .326 '- * 022 - . 3 1 8 ; - . 1 3 4 1 % M 1*0 —.104 - . 1 7 4 

epq c — • 243 - . 2 6 7 - . 0 2 2 - . 0 0 7 : • 3 1 3 -088 •**»U04 

OFQ, D • * • 1 2 8 .03® .026 . 0 0 5 a@3 . 0 3 1 .084 

cpq i - . 3 0 1 - . 1 8 1 #501 .•80S —. 146 

GPv* F - . 2 9 ? - . 0 4 7 .087 -#096 . 4 3 3 - . 0 9 4 .013 

CPQ 0 .060 —. 0 4 1 - . 1 5 4 .080 .197 **s#236 . 8 5 7 

OFi I ; — i * 4 - . 0 8 5 - •317* . 2 0 9 . .o m - .276*' ; .045 

CPQ, I .484* - . 0 3 0 - . 064 - . 0 3 1 - . 1 1 8 ! - . 0 6 4 .186 

0F4 i * # 102 . 1 4 0 :-»036 . .294 ,.016 i . 8 0 3 - . 0 0 9 

CP'4 1 - . 277 - .440* *007 <•*094 . 0 4 7 - . 1 8 7 

cpq o - . 1 7 3 ,230 ,064 - . 1 5 4 . 1 4 3 .039 - . 0 0 9 

GPQ. Q3 . ,062 ; -«0S4 .Off - .295 - . 2 3 8 . 0 2 1 - . 1 9 8 

OFQ 0,4 • .408 — .009 - . 0 0 5 . 1 3 4 .284 .179 - . 1 2 2 

Anxiety ,128 .13$ .016 .150 .155 . 1 2 6 .090 

FNI A # # # ' .301 -»42G*! ' - . 0 0 1 - * 1 4 1 AOffc .060 

PJJI SI # * # • . 0 7 8 - .379* - . 005 : . 2 3 2 . 0 2 2 . < * . 0 8 5 

FIX W • « # . 3 6 0 — * 2 5 4 - . i n . 3 1 2 ; .069 .150 

PNI D2 • • • * .234 — . 3 3 4 .008 : .506 .057 If A& • lljw 

• s i g a i f t e a a t at .05 

**S ign i f l eant at *02 

feigaifisaat at #01 

mailto:F@sia.le
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